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(Distance Learning Programme)

Semester 2, 2012/2013
Lecturer: Dr Chan Mei Yuit
Tel: 03-89468712
e-mail: cmy@fbmk.upm.edu.my

**Course Assessment**

**Course work**

1. **Assignment 1: Morphology (10%)**
2. **Assignment 2: Syntax (10%)**

Both Assignments 1 and 2 will be uploaded onto the PPL website.

**Examinations**

1. **Mid-semester Examination (40%)**
   - Format: Multiple choice and structural questions
   - Content covered: Morphology

2. **Final Examination (40%)**
   - Format: Multiple choice and structural questions
   - Content covered: Syntax and Morphology

**References**

**Compulsory reading:**

2. Book Chapter: “Morphology: The analysis of word structure” by William O’Grady and Videa P. de Guzman
3. Module: PJJ Module - BBI 3212 English Syntax and Morphology by Wong Bee Eng

Orders for the book “An Introduction to English Syntax” can be placed with Mr Tan 012 2808241 (book distributor).